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The definition of “steward” – “one who manages another’s property or financial affairs” – finds little 

traction in my mind and life.  I am keenly aware of the Biblical and Theological themes – God created 

everything, and thus is the rightful owner of all.  God will take care of all my needs as I trust and 

follow Him.  Does He not provide for the Lilly’s of the field and the Sparrows?  Yes, but!  Where do I 

fit in?  Do I have any responsibility?  My bank account exists because I put money into it!  So how is it 

another’s?   

Maybe the subject of stewarding well is a prime example of the interconnected nature of being 

human and the personal bent of life itself.  Something of which I’m not great at.  Remember, we all 

came into this world connected – we all have bellybuttons.  From Adam and Eve in the garden to 

today we see a God coming to humans just as a good father comes to their children – protecting, 

providing, promising, and, and, and.  We have plenty of examples of this dynamic relationship 

between God and His people.  We also find His people can be 

rebellious – like Adam, Israel, before and after entering the 

promised land, we must not forget Ananias and Sapphira in 

Acts 5!  Oh my, the prodigal son story in the Gospel hits the 

nail on the head!  The son demands his inheritance early to go 

out into the world and live it up!  Until, that is, all the money is 

gone.  The prodigal’s attitude of hedonism and narcissism is 

not to far off the mark of our day.  No wonder I struggle. 

So how does this interconnected relationship work?  This interesting relationship between Creator 

and Child (you and me).  As adults, how do we allow God into our inner circle of material living, our 

finances?  I believe I tend to lean in the direction of Israel under the Old Covenant – you better do this 

or else!!! – and need to entertain what the New Covenant offers.   

It seems that healthy relationships form the core of living well.  We don’t need the Bible to tell us, 

although it does, that riches can bring on and exasperate strife, contention and separation between 

relationships, even covenant relationships.  Maybe my difficulty in viewing finances as “my own” is 

rooted in my inability to see others, my wife, my God and Father, as the most important sources of 

wise living even as it related to my bank account.  God grant me grace and wisdom as I dialogue with 

you and my wife regarding stewarding well.   

 

Michael D. Williams, Far as the Curse Is Found: The Covenant Story of Redemption, (P & T 

Publishing, 2005). 

“Obedience flows 

from grace;  

it does not buy it.” 
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Reformed theologians have proposed for centuries that the idea of covenant may be a fundamental 

engine that drives forward the biblical story.  But not until the mid-twentieth century did scholars of 

the vast field of oriental law and culture attend to the cultural context of the Old Testament 

understanding of the covenant.  Indeed, G. E. Mendanhall has shown that the breith (Hebrew word 

for covenant) was a staple of ancient Near Eastern political and commercial relationships.  A 

covenant was a typical way of describing a relationship typified by promises and obligations.  45 

“Asking for a definition of ‘covenant’ is something like asking for a definition of ‘mother’,” 

comments O. Palmer Robertson.  Definitions tend to be rather static things.  One does not define 

persons or relationships, and a covenant is first and foremost a way of talking about persons in 

relationship.  Rather than a definition, we might perhaps begin with a rough description.  Broadly 

described, a covenant is a relationship between persons, begun by the sovereign determination of 

the greater party, in which the greater commits himself to the lesser in the context of mutual loyalty, 

and in which mutual obligations serve as illustrations of that 

loyalty…  The idea of covenant as relationship offers a helpful 

way to understand the unfolding drama of Scripture.  45-46 

The law did not appear on the scene as a new or alternative way 

to God.  It is imperative that we see that in the giving of the law 

we witness the same relationship between grace and obedience 

that God has maintained from the beginning…  Obedience flows 

from grace; it does not buy it.  150 

Divine initiative and human response constitute the pattern throughout all of Scripture.  “Love each 

other as I have loved you” (John 15:12).  “We love because he first loved us” (1 John 4:19).  The 

biblical call to obey the Word of God, to keep his law, is a call to respond to his love and 

redemption…  The law is the divinely intended means by which the covenant is nourished and 

maintained.  151 

Once Jesus comes, the person of the Messiah is declared and must be acknowledged.  Jesus both 

links and separates the old covenant and the new…  From the incarnation of Jesus on, the particular 

historical realities of Jesus’ life and work become the normative interpretive grid for the Old 

Testament promise of the new covenant.  What is new about the new covenant is that the entire 

covenant story must now be seen in Christ.  The union with God foreseen in Jeremiah 31:31-34 is 

union with Christ.  221 

The central issue and essence of the covenant, oneness between God and his people, union and 

communion with God (“I shall be your God and you shall be my people”), is upheld, emphasized, and 

heightened.  New covenant realities—the incarnate flesh of Jesus, his sacrifice for the forgiveness of 

sins and the coming of the Holy Spirit at Pentecost—replace the symbols and tokens that 

represented God’s presence in the Old Testament.  The dawn of the new covenant brings better—

and closer—access to God.  230-231 

The New Testament answers that the kingdom at present is hidden, advancing in secret…  The 

kingdom at present advances not by revolution or overt power but by the spiritual transformation 

and the moral reformation of the people of God.  As a small seed produces the mature tree, the 

kingdom works from the inside out, transforming and redirecting the life of the believer—and 

through him his society—toward obedient service to the will of God.  247 

“As a small seed produces 

the mature tree, the 

kingdom works from the 

inside out.” 


